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the contrasts between their own age of "enlightened" civili/afion and the preceding
period of "barbarism" of the very dark Middle Ages in Fumpe. The pjani founders of
anthropology and sociology, Comic, Spencer, Morgan, Tylor, and, in general, the
social evolutionists used the term to contrast (lie advanced or high cnllures of the
peoples of the West (themselves) with (he hackwaul or low ailluies of savage and
barbarian peoples of the non-West who weie still assumed to he in eailier stages of
human development and thus had no! ye( progressed to the hirjiei stages of I'luropean
civilization. For some two hundred years, popular as well as scholaily writers weighted
down the term with assumptions (hat (he civiliml while peoples of the West had a
mission to carry their civili/ation to the uncivilised peoples of the non-West who were
predominantly black, brown, red, or yellow.
The word civilization thus has had a long, confused, and involved history, as
have most important words.5 Asa result, civili/ation as a useful concept lost giound in
the world of scholarship because of the imprecision and (he nationalistic, racial,
religious, or metaphysical overtones given to it, especially at the hands of the
proponents of a grand design in history. A product of (he eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries, it was eschewed by many empirical scholars dining much of (he twentieth
century.
In recent years, however, the term civilization has gradually been divested of its
ethnocentric Wcsternism, its connotations of racial or national superiority, and its
metaphysical or speculative quality. It has begun to acquire a stner foundation in
empirical and substantive scholarship in the social sciences as well as in the humanities.
Significant and solid contributions have been made to the concept by archeologists,
ethnologists, sociologists, political scientists, and historians. Divested of its nineteenth
century ethnocentric and racial connotations, the teim civilization can now be profit-
ably used to apply to those transforming processes of social change marked signifi-
cantly by urbanization, social differentiation, political institutionali/ation, and written
knowledge. For this reason I now believe it is particularly useful for the interpretation
of education in history.
Despite the difficulties inherent in such broad generali/ations and the dangers of
oversimplification with respect to extremely complex matters, my piefeieuce is to say
that the greatest transformations in the human career, as they involved education, have
been three:
 1.	The evolutionary process during which prehuimnscame to form human folk
societies. (For a summary see Section I), this chapter.)
 2.	The civilization process during which folk societies adopted or are still taking
on the characteristics of urban literate society and cultuie. (For a summary sec
Section A, Chapter 2.)
 3.	The modernization process in the course of which traditional folk societies
and traditional civilizations adopted or are still taking on the characteristics of
modern civilization. (For a summary, see Section A, Chapter 6.)
For the historical meanings of the term civilization and its newer empirical ibumlutions, sec
Bibliographical Notes, pp. 573-575, 581.

